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Narrabri Gas Project Community Consultative Committee  
Meeting 39 – July 2019 
 
Action Item 39.1_Response to Questions from PFTP directed to Santos 
 

Question 1  
A response is being prepared for Question 1. 

 
Question 2 

 
 
RESPONSE:  
As noted in the question, Santos is exploring opportunities to beneficially reuse brine from our water 
treatment operations.  
 
The proposed trial using brine as an alkalising agent at a third party mine is progressing but has not yet 
been finalised.   
 
Any transfer of brine to a third party by Santos will be completed in full compliance with the Protection of 
the Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 2014. Use of the material at the mine site will also be 
subject to relevant approvals and must be conducted by the mine operator in accordance with relevant 
regulatory conditions including any monitoring requirements.  
 

Question 3 

 
 
RESPONSE:  
The data requested is valuable commercial data which will be released in accordance with the timelines 
provided in Part 13 of the Petroleum (Onshore) Act 1991. Gas production and gas testing results for well 
assessment remain confidential while a petroleum title is in force. 
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Further information on data reporting is provided in the NSW government’s Onshore Petroleum Reporting 
and Data Submission guidelines ‘Reporting Guidelines’, Item 9 ‘Confidentiality and the release of 
information’ available at: 
https://resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/596227/Onshore-petroleum-
reporting-and-data-submission-240216.PDF.   
  

Question 4 

 
 

 
 
RESPONSE:  
During scheduled maintenance works at our Cooper Basin operations in June, a gas release occurred from a 
pipeline. The gas line was safely depressured and no harm was caused to people, the environment or 
property. Repair works have now been successfully completed. 
 
Santos constructs, operates and maintains all gas pipelines in accordance with relevant Australian and 
industry standards. A comprehensive hazard and risk assessment is included in the Narrabri Gas Project EIS 
and demonstrates the overall risk of associated with the release of gas is very low.  
 
Further information is available in Chapter 25 and Appendix S of the EIS which is available from the 
Department of Planning and Environment Major Projects website at: 
https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/project/10716 
 

Question 5 

 
 
RESPONSE:  
Vehicles driven in the field by Santos employees and our contractors as they conduct works on behalf of 
Santos within the NGP Operational area must have an in vehicle monitoring system (IVMS) fitted. This 

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/qQO2CzvO3OsxNYRmHKT2hy?domain=resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/qQO2CzvO3OsxNYRmHKT2hy?domain=resourcesandgeoscience.nsw.gov.au
https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/major-projects/project/10716
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system is in place to provide feedback on driving performance and is used to improve the safety of our 
employees and contractors.  
 
Santos does not place tracking devices on any other vehicles.  

 
Question 6 

 
 
RESPONSE:  
The Narrabri Gas Project could produce enough gas to supply up to half NSW’s needs, with more and more 
manufacturers supporting it because they recognise the advantages of having a reliable and competitively-
priced source of gas in NSW. 
 
Santos has already signed non-binding memoranda of understanding with Brickworks and Weston Energy 
for the supply of natural gas from Narrabri.  Santos has also signed a memorandum of understanding and 
subsequent heads of agreement for the supply of natural gas to Perdaman’s proposed ammonium nitrate 
plant near Narrabri. 
    
Santos will bring to Narrabri our experience in Queensland where we have reduced connected well costs by 
a massive 84 per cent since 2015.  Keeping the cost of supply down is a very good way to keep gas prices 
down.  
 
The ACCC has also said gas customers in southern markets pay $2 to $4 per gigajoule more than they would 
if gas was developed locally and didn’t have to come all the way from Queensland or South Australia. 
 
~~~ 

ENDS 

 

 


